Never takes a day off.

The New Groundsmaster® 7200

Introducing the first zero radius turn mower that doesn’t hibernate when the snow flies. The patent-pending POLAR TRAC™ system converts the mower to a snow removal machine with rubber tracks and a heated cab – That’s Groundsmaster Versatility. A quick connect system allows you to switch between snow blower, rotary broom, angled snow blade and V-plow. For more information, visit toro.com/gm7200snow.
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the only system designed to be pushed or pulled around your jobsite

SkidMaster Pro by LaserLeveling

The SkidMaster Pro has been designed to handle any type of finish grading and represents the very best in precision leveling systems. This unique skid-steer grading system is built around our patented push-pull design to ensure greater usage on any jobsite.

The SkidMaster Pro is manufactured to the highest standards using our unique PILOT hydraulic system giving you proportional valve technology at a fraction of the traditional cost. In addition, the SkidMaster Pro is engineered for use with our laser machine control packages which offer 1/4" accuracy and automated operation.

For more information, please call and speak to one of our grading specialists, or visit us on the web at www.laserleveling.com.

LaserLeveling 800.622.5777 www.laserleveling.com

a Trimble partner

Fill in 112 on reader service form or visit http://oners.hotims.com/13976-112
Team loyalty a tough sell

Several years ago two Kansas State marketing professors studied what drives people to identify with one sports team over another. They found four elements that consistently predict identification: mystique, significant others, proximity, and prestige. While proximity and prestige only lead to cognitive identification, mystique and significant others lead to affective commitment. These two factors are what sell sweatshirts, hats, and tickets.

Family and friends affect a fan's identification with and emotional attachment to a team. If you grow up and your parents love Kansas State football, for example, chances are you will also become emotionally vested in the team, the professors said.

That must explain why I, raised by parents who didn't know a linebacker from a comebacker, have at different times in my life rooted for the St. Louis Cardinals AND the Chicago Cubs, which is as absurd as cheering for both the Cleveland Browns AND the Pittsburgh Steelers, of which I'm also guilty.

This capricious loyalty has mutated in my offspring. The 8-year-old, a big sports fan, appears to be headed toward unforgivable territory however: cheering for whatever team is in first place. About 3 years ago when he was first old enough to follow anything he was a Philadelphia Eagles fan, which was fine since we live in Pennsylvania. The "Iggles" just happened to make the Super Bowl that year.

Then a year later he began backing the "Stillers" as they made an improbable run to the big game. How many kids have a McNabb AND a Roethlisberger jersey? And last season he was sporting blue and orange with "Urlacher" on the back when the Bears made it to February!

The young man was born in Chicagoland and responded thusly when I inquired about his changing loyalties, which was a good deflection. But last month when he declared he was now a Dallas Cowboys fan, well that was too much even for this veteran fence-sitter. He got an earful from both his mother and me on front-running, bandwagon-jumping fair weather fandom.

None of this is important of course, and perhaps the youngster has found a key to sports fan happiness. At the rate he's going, he'll never feel the despair and heartbreak of watching HIS team endure losing season after losing season.

Led by Chris Ralston, Lake Elsinore Storm Baseball, a team will build a full-size pitcher's mound inside during the STMA trade show on Thursday, January 17, from 4 to 8:30 p.m. Be sure to stop by and watch the development from a flat concrete surface to a pitcher-perfect mound. Stabilizer Solutions will be donating product to build the mound.
Let your voice be heard

I want to thank the Nominating Committee and its Chair, Mike Trigg, CSFM. The committee has accomplished a difficult task paring down the nominations and offering us an awesome slate of candidates for the 2008 Board of Directors. Your turn in the governance process is now, and it’s vital.

Please read each candidate’s bio on the STMA website and cast an informed vote. I congratulate the committee on producing the impressive slate, and I thank the members who came forward and offered to become candidates. Board representatives are your voice in the boardroom, and they help determine STMA’s vision and strategic direction. Identify who you want as your representatives for the coming year and cast your vote.

I’m excited for Conference! You’ve received the brochure and you’ve read, and will read more, in this magazine about the tremendous education and exhibit hall waiting in Phoenix.

Part of my excitement comes in realizing how much being in STMA has enriched me. Enrichment has certainly come in the form of education, trusted friendships and business contacts. A huge part of that enrichment has been delivered at our conference. Conference is special because we’re able to stay current with the latest research and academic side of our profession. It’s also special because we hear about real world experiences from so many colleagues and fellow sports turf managers.

Over the years I’ve also learned from exceptional presentations on human resources and management. Conference is when we can learn the science and the art of Sports Turf Management all in one place! I’m thankful that attendees, exhibitors and presenters at the STMA Conference are genuinely interested in my success. I don’t attend to get simple answers. I attend because colleagues are willing to engage me, understand my issues, and then help identify answers that help our crews and facilities become better managed. It’s that simple.

A unique aspect of our profession is that being a great turf manager is probably not our biggest concern. Actually, it’s probably a minimum qualification for our employment. We work in the world of sports and recreation as much as in the world of turf. It’s imperative to our success that we understand how complex our jobs are becoming. The “grumpy old groundskeeper” rarely succeeds in today’s world. Now, the Sports Turf Manager needs to work in an administrative environment and provide great direction to help the entire administrative, programming, and facility team be successful.

Professional development is an investment you and your administration need to embrace as insurance for your facility and your customers. Make attending this conference and other learning opportunities a priority. STMA has some exceptional tools to help you justify conference attendance. Please search the website and take advantage of the help. One-third of conference attendees are first-timers. Let’s make them feel welcome in Phoenix. I look forward to seeing everyone in January — it’s going to be really good!

Until then, have a Safe and Happy Holiday Season filled with friends and family!
A “sweeping” view of synthetic turf maintenance

By Rebecca Roach and Chris Harrison

With their vastly improved durability and playability, the new generation of synthetic turf fields is being built all over the country. In order to keep the field in optimal playing condition, maintenance of the infilled synthetic surface must be done. Organizations cannot think that they can put these systems in and just walk away. The longevity of the fields depends on daily, monthly, and yearly maintenance.

General surface cleaning, grooming, and brushing are the basic requirements for synthetic turf maintenance. The Synthetic Turf Council (STC) has created minimum maintenance guidelines for synthetic turf fields. The STC’s intent is to augment the maintenance instructions provided by the manufacturers or initial providers of a new artificial turf field.

The first objective for any field manager is to keep the playing surface clean. STC says the longevity of the field and the effectiveness of the maintenance is quite dependent upon the use of proper tools and equipment and the skills of the operator. No matter what equipment is chosen, it should be able to keep the characteristics of the field, without damaging it.

In 2004 the Cincinnati Bengals had a FieldTurf synthetic playing system installed. Darian Daily, head groundskeeper for Paul Brown Stadium, says that trash pickup requires a huge amount of time with the new synthetic field.

“With the old field we could send out one person, for 45 minutes after a game to clean up trash. The mower would take care of getting the peanut shells, sunflower seeds, etc. off the field. The new field requires debris be picked up by hand. This can take in upwards of six to eight hours.”

21 of the National Football League’s 32 teams have artificial turf at their stadiums and/or practice complexes.
SECOND ONLY TO GETTING HELP FROM ABOVE IS GETTING HELP FROM THE TURF BELOW.

Astroturf: The legendary name behind the invention of synthetic turf is reinventing itself. We're breaking new ground with more innovative products that will once again change the game. Because the one thing more inspiring than our place in history is our renewed devotion to the future. Visit Astroturfusa.com for more information.
Myths About Glued Synthetic Turf Seams

Seaming Methods. There are three common methods of seaming, namely: gluing the turf to a wide adhesive coated tape; sewing with thread; and a combination of both gluing and sewing. All are good provided good workmanship, plus a proven, durable outdoor adhesive and/or strong sewing thread is used.

Appearance, Feel and The Myth. Few argue with the fact that both the appearance and "feel underfoot" of glued seams is better than sewed seams. However, some believe the myth that sewn seams are better than sewed seams. Hence, it pays to use NORDOT® One-Part Seam Adhesives. They're:

"...there is a big difference between sheer strength and peel strength."

"peel back" leverage gained from sheer. The tremendous effect of leverage on peel can also be easily realized by pulling your index finger in sheer vs. bending it back in peel.

Gluing vs. Sewing Seams. Glued seams are superior for sheer because stress is distributed over a wide bonded area instead of concentrated stresses at the thread holes from sewing. Because it is difficult to grab an edge and begin peeling unless the sewing thread is broken or cut, sewn seams have the advantage with peel. However, athletic activities and/or weather changes cause more sheer stresses than peel stresses on synthetic turf seams. Unfortunately because of peel, it's good intentioned human investigators or saboteurs that cause seam failures that would not occur naturally.

Repairs. Both gluing and sewing alone are good and usually sufficient. However, occasionally there will be problems. The curled edge of a glued seam is a minor problem that can be easily fixed if someone does not peel it back further. A person investigating an "edge curl" problem often applies enough "peel back" force to further separate the primary from the secondary turf backing which does not reheal. This forced separation is often mischaracterized as an adhesive or glue failure even though the glue is still holding down the glued side of the secondary backing. Also, the seam would not fail without "outside help" from one or more investigators.

Solution. Instead of making a minor separation become worse by "peeling" it back further like peeling a banana, all that needs to be done is to apply a good store bought contact cement to the curled edge and push down. The original outdoor turf adhesive that was already on most of the tape will continue to overcome the sheer stresses while the contact cement's purpose is just to hold down the curled edge. Incidentally, broken sewn seams and/or cut turf are usually repaired by gluing.

In summary, the combination of glued plus sewn seams are best because gluing is better for sheer and sewing for peel. However, if it's either gluing or sewing, but not both, gluing is preferred not only for appearance and "feel underfoot" but also for sheer strength purposes.

by Norris Legue, The Guru of Glue™

NORDOT® Adhesive #34N-2: high grab seam, repair and total gluedown adhesive for bonding smooth backed artificial turf surfaces.

NORDOT® Adhesive #34G: high grab thixotropic seam, repair and total gluedown adhesive for bonding rough backed artificial turf surfaces.

NORDOT® Adhesive #34S-3(Plus): excellent for airless spray bonding of long landscaping artificial turf seams.

NORDOT® Adhesive #49P: booster for "must do" seams in harsh cold and/or low humidity weather.

NORDOT® Adhesive #113D & #116F: New type for low ventilation indoor artificial turf seaming and selected outdoor uses.

WANT THE FACTS? - Write, Call or Visit our Website:

P.O. Box 214
Scotch Plains, NJ 07076 U.S.A.
Tel: (908) 233-6803
Fax: (908) 233-6844
E-mail: info@nordot.com
Web: www.nordot.com

To earn and retain more profit, remember that a synthetic turf playground, landscape, putting green or athletic field surface is only as good as its adhesive-bonded seams. Hence, it pays to use NORDOT® One-Part Seam Adhesives. They're:

NORDOT® Seam & Sport Surface Adhesives For Turf

For Turf